Abstract. We study a simple, low-overhead policy for scheduling dynamically evolving computations in which tasks that spawn produce precisely two o spring, on rings of processors. Such computations include, for instance, tree-structured branching computations. We believe that our policy yields good parallel speedup on large classes of these computations, but we have not yet been able to verify this. In the current paper, we adduce evidence that the policy works well on computations that end up being large and \bushy," by showing (a) that it balances loads well as long as tasks keep spawning, and (b) that it yields asymptotically optimal parallel speedup when the evolving computations end up having the structure of complete binary trees or of two-dimensional pyramidal meshes. Speci cally, we show that a p-processor ring can execute a computation that evolves into the height-n complete binary tree (which has 2 n ? 1 nodes) in time
tations in which tasks that spawn produce precisely two o spring, on rings of processors. Such computations include, for instance, tree-structured branching computations. We believe that our policy yields good parallel speedup on large classes of these computations, but we have not yet been able to verify this. In the current paper, we adduce evidence that the policy works well on computations that end up being large and \bushy," by showing (a) that it balances loads well as long as tasks keep spawning, and (b) that it yields asymptotically optimal parallel speedup when the evolving computations end up having the structure of complete binary trees or of two-dimensional pyramidal meshes. Speci cally, we show that a p-processor ring can execute a computation that evolves into the height-n complete binary tree (which has 2 n ? 1 nodes) in time T tree (n; p) 1 p (2 n ? 1) + p + (2 cos( =p)) n = (1 + o(1)) 1 p (2 n ? 1):
Similarly, the ring can execute a computation that evolves into the side-n pyramidal mesh (which has The promise of parallel computers to accelerate computation relies on an algorithm designer's ability to keep all (or most) of the computers' processors fruitfully occupied 1 all (or most) of the time. The problem of balancing computational loads so as to approach this goal has received considerable attention since the advent of (even the promise of) parallel computers (cf. 1]). In this paper, we describe a simple, low-overhead policy which we believe balances and schedules loads well for a variety of dynamically evolving computations, on parallel architectures whose underlying structure is a ring of identical processors. The challenge of balancing loads on such architectures is their large diameters and small bisection-bandwidths, which preclude certain provably e ective balancing-via-randomizing policies 5, 6, 7, 8] . While we have not yet been able to delimit the class of computations that our policy works well on, we report here on a rst step toward this end. We adduce evidence here that the policy works well on computations that end up being large and \bushy," by showing (a) that it balances loads well as long as tasks keep spawning, and (b) that it yields asymptotically optimal parallel speedup on dynamically evolving computations that end up having the structure of complete binary trees or of twodimensional pyramidal meshes. Speci cally, our policy allows a p-processor ring to execute a computation that ends up with the structure of the height-n complete binary tree (which has 2 n ? 1 nodes) in time T tree (n; p) 1 p (2 n ? 1) + p + (2 cos( =p)) n = (1 + o(1)) 1 p (2 n ? 1):
Similarly, it allows the ring to execute a computation that ends up with the structure of the side-n pyramidal mesh (which has ? n+1 2 nodes) in time T mesh (n; p) 1 p n + 1
These results support our belief since our scheduling policy assumes no a priori knowledge of the nal shape of the computation. We are in the process of studying our scheduling policy, together with some re nements, empirically, to determine its behavior on a much broader class of dynamically evolving computations 4]. We present the current results separately, since we believe that our techniques of analysis here may apply in other arenas.
2 The Formal Setting
Our Load-Balancing Problem
The Architecture. We focus on rings of identical processors (PEs, for short). The p-PE ring, R p , has PEs P 0 ; P 1 ; : : : ; P p?1 , with each P i connected directly to its clockwise neighbor 1 The quali er \fruitfully" emphasizes that processors must be kept busy on the computation of interest, not, e.g., on auxiliary tasks to keep loads balanced. P i+1 mod p and its counterclockwise neighbor P i?1 mod p . PEs observe a single-port communication regimen, so in a single step a PE:
1. receives a message from one of its neighbors 2. performs a computation 3. transmits a message to one of its neighbors. 2 The Computational Load. The computations we schedule have the structure of dynamically growing leveled dags (directed acyclic graphs), whose nodes represent computational tasks, and whose arcs denote functional dependencies (in a sense that will become clear).
Binary tree-dags. An N-node binary tree-dag (tree, for short) T is a dag whose nodes comprise a set of N binary strings that is full|the string x0 is a node of T precisely when the string x1 is|and pre x-closed|the string x is a node of T whenever x0 and x1 are. The arcs of T lead each nonleaf, parent, node x to its left child x0 and its right child x1. The null string is the root of T ; each childless node is a leaf of T . The length jxj of node x is its level in T (so the root is the unique node at level 0). The height of T is the number of distinct node-levels (= the number of nodes on the longest root-to-leaf path). The weight Wgt(x) of node x is the number of 1's in the binary string x. Of particular interest is the height-n complete tree T n whose nodes comprise all 2 n ? 1 binary strings of length < n and whose leaves are the 2 n?1 nodes at level n; see Figure 1 (a). The (dynamic) computation that \generates" a tree T starts with the root of T (which is its only active leaf-task initially) and proceeds as follows, until no active leaf-tasks remain. At each step, some subset of the then-active leaf-tasks (the particular subset depending on the scheduling policy) get executed. An executed leaf-task may:
halt, thereby becoming a permanent leaf, spawn two new active leaf-tasks, thereby becoming a parent.
A motivating scenario. We illustrate one \real" computational problem that abstracts to a tree. Consider the problem of numerically integrating a function f on a real interval a; b] using the trapezoid rule 3 . Each task in this computation corresponds to a subinterval of a; b]. The task associated with subinterval c; d] proceeds as follows. In fact, our load-balancing algorithm transmits data only in a clockwise direction. 3 Simpson's rule yields another motivating example. In step 5, an active leaf spawns two new leaves; in steps 2 and 4, an active leaf halts with a sub-area. Sub-areas are accumulated centrally as they become available.
Two-dimensional mesh-dags. An N-node two-dimensional mesh-dag (mesh, for short) G is a dag whose nodes comprise a set of N pairs of nonnegative integers that is full|the pair hk + 1;`i is a node of G precisely when the pair hk;`+1i is|and pre x-closed|if the pair hk;`i is a node of G, then: if k = 0, then the pair hk; max(0;`? 1)i is also a node of G; if`= 0, then the pair hmax(0; k ? 1);`i is also a node of G; else, at least one of hk ? 1;`i and hk;`? 1i is also a node of G.
The arcs of G lead from each nonsink, parent, node hk;`i to its left child hk;`+ 1i and its right child hk + 1;`i. The pair h0; 0i is the origin of G; each childless node is a sink of G. The sum k +`is the level of node hk;`i in G (so the origin is the unique node at level 0). The height of G is the number of distinct node-levels (= the number of nodes on the longest origin-to-sink path). Of particular interest is the side-n pyramidal mesh G n whose nodes comprise all ? n+1 2 pairs of nonnegative integers hk;`i such that k +`< n and whose sinks are the n pairs at level n ? 1; see Figure 1 (b). The (dynamic) computation that \generates" a mesh G starts with the origin of G (which is its only active sink-task initially) and proceeds as follows, until no active sink-tasks remain. At each step, some subset of the then-active sink-tasks (the particular subset depending on the scheduling policy) get executed. An executed sink-task may:
halt, thereby becoming a permanent sink, spawn two new task-arcs, thereby becoming a parent. Each newly spawned task-arc is associated with either:
{ a unary task-arc leading from the executed task to a new active sink-task, or { a binary task-arc leading from the executed task-node either to a new inactive sinktask, or to a pre-existing inactive sink-task that was created by another executed node, 4 which thereby becomes active.
Intuitively, an inactive sink-task becomes active when it gets the correct number of parents, meaning that its associated task has received all needed inputs.
A motivating scenario. Whereas our \real" tree-generating scenario produces a complete binary trees only occasionally, the following \real" mesh-generating scenario always produces a pyramidal mesh. We grow a pyramidal mesh whose nodes are the slots of a dynamicprogramming table ( 2] , chap. 16), in order to allocate the dynamic program's tasks to the PEs of R p . The dynamic program is executed by running the generating schedule \backwards."
Our Main Results
We now describe our balancing-plus-scheduling policy. As noted earlier, we believe that the policy works well on dynamically evolving trees and meshes that grow into large \bushy" dags. The results we present here support this belief by showing that our policy: (a) balances loads well while tasks keep spawning children; (b) schedules dags well when an evolving tree grows into a complete tree, or an evolving mesh grows into a pyramidal mesh: 5 in these cases, our policy achieves asymptotically optimal parallel speedup, i.e., a factor-of-p speedup with p PEs.
We wish to stress that neither our scheduling policy nor our analysis assumes pre-knowledge of the ultimate shape of an evolving tree or mesh; see the discussion after Theorem 2.2.
The ks-bf policy. The balancing component of our balancing-plus-scheduling policy has each PE observe the regimen Keep-left-Send-right in response to a spawning task: a PE keeps 4 The highlighted clause precludes having \parallel" arcs from one node to another. 5 In the numerical integration scenario, for instance, a complete tree emerges from an evolving tree all of whose leaf-tasks halt because of the resolution threshold. the left child of the spawning task and sends the right child to its clockwise neighbor. The scheduling component of the policy mandates that each PE execute the tasks assigned to it in a locally Breadth-First manner: a PE keeps its as-yet unexecuted tasks in a priority-queue, in order of their levels (in the tree or mesh being executed) and, within a level, in breadth-rst order. With trees, \breadth-rst order" means in lexicographic order of the string-names of the nodes; with meshes, it means in order of the rst entries of the integer-pair names of the nodes.
Details for trees. Each computation begins with the root (and initial leaf) of the evolving tree T as the sole occupant of PE P 0 's (priority-ordered) task-queue. At each step of the computation, the task-queue of each PE P i contains some subset of the then-active leaves of T . Each P i having a nonempty task-queue performs the following actions.
1. P i executes the rst active leaf x in its task-queue. 2. If leaf x spawns two children, then P i adds the new leaf x0 (the left child) to its task-queue and transmits the new leaf x1 (the right child) to the task-queue of PE P i+1 mod p .
We assess one time unit for this two-phase process. Adapting these details to meshes is straightforward and is left to the reader.
Work distribution by the ks-bf policy. We lend some intuition for the ks load-balancing regimen by illustrating in Table 1 how the regimen distributes the nodes of T 6 and of G 6 within R 4 . Table 1 is computed easily via the following lemma which speci es exactly which PE of R p will execute each node of any evolving tree or mesh.
Lemma 2.1 Under the ks load-balancing regimen: (a) each node x of an evolving tree T is executed at PE P Wgt(x) mod p of R p .
(b) each node hk;`i of an evolving mesh G is executed at PE P k mod p of R p . Proof: We prove only Part (a), leaving the similar proof of Part (b) to the reader. Note rst that the root of T , which has weight Wgt( ) = 0, is executed at PE P 0 . Assume inductively that some given (but arbitrary) nonleaf node x of T is executed at PE P Wgt(x) mod p . By de nition of the ks regimen: if x spawns a left child x0, then x0 is executed at PE P Wgt(x) mod p (the \keep left" part of the regimen); if x spawns a right child x1, then x1 is executed at the clockwise neighbor P Wgt(x)+1 mod p of PE P Wgt(x) mod p (the \send right" part of the regimen).
The induction is thus extended, because Wgt(x0) = Wgt(x) and Wgt(x1) = Wgt(x) + 1. We infer directly from Lemma 2.1 that the ks-bf policy does not perform well on all trees or all meshes. To wit:
Trees. Consider the complete binary tree T h;`p whose node-set comprises all binary strings of length < h that have weight `p def = dlog pe. When h >>`p, the number of nodes in T h;`p is easily shown to be N(h; p) = (h`p). Clearly, no scheduling policy that employs the ks balancing regimen can even approach optimal parallel speedup on such trees, since the regimen assigns work to only`p PEs.
Meshes. Consider It is important to stress the signi cance of the phrases \that grows into" in the Theorem. ks-bf is an on-line policy: it does not know what shape the evolving dag will end up with. Despite this, the policy achieves asymptotically optimal performance on complete binary trees and pyramidal meshes. If we knew a priori that we were scheduling a complete binary tree or a pyramidal mesh, then we could easily produce simple exactly optimal schedules (which are left to the reader).
We prove part (a) of Theorem 2.2 in Section 3 and part (b) in Section 4.
Analyzing the ks-bf Policy on Trees
We prove part (a) of Theorem 2.2 in two steps. First, in Section 3.1, we prove that the ks regimen asymptotically balances the workload of R p 's PEs while executing any complete binary tree T n . Then, in Section 3.2, we prove that the bf schedule for a ks-balanced workload ensures that, once a PE of R p rst receives a task of T n to execute, it will always have work to do until it has completed all of its work. Note that, whereas p is a xed but arbitrary constant throughout, n ranges over all (positive) integers for each value of p.
Work Distribution under the KS Regimen
Our analysis of the workload of each PE of R p while executing a tree that grows into T n builds on Lemma 2.1(a), which allows us to pro le the distribution of work among the PEs. For 0 i p ? 1, let W i (n) denote the total work done by PE P i during this execution. We derive the more perspicuous bound (3.2) on W i (n) by gauging the actual workshares' deviations from the ideal workshare. In what follows, ! is a primitive pth root of unity, and 
The following facts allow us to obtain information about the workshares W i (n) via calculations involving F p (!). First, because every node of T n is executed exactly once, we have 
Combining the well-known fact that the matrix F p (!) is nonsingular and has inverse we nally obtain from inequality (3.5) the asymptotic optimal (since p < 2) bound of (3. 
Running Time under the KS-BF Policy
We now analyze the time required by R p to execute the tree T n under the ks-bf policy. To this end, we establish the notation in Table 2 , which will be reused in Section 4.2.
proc(x) the index of the PE at which node x is executed precede(x) the set of nodes that are assigned to PE P proc(x)
that precede x in breadth-rst order Lemma 3.2 Each node x of T n is executed by PE P proc(x) of R p at step (x) def = jprecede(x)j+ proc(x). Therefore, R p executes an evolving tree that grows into T n in time T tree (n; p) p + max
Proof: We argue: (a) that the ks balancing regimen ensures that each PE P i of R p starts working at time i; (b) that the bf scheduling policy guarantees that each PE P i of R p performs all of its work in an uninterrupted block of W i (n) steps.
Assertion (a) is immediate by induction, since only P 0 has work at step 0 of the execution, and the ks regimen passes work along precisely one PE per step.
We establish assertion (b) by verifying that each node x of T n gets executed by PE P proc(x) at step (x). Note that node x could not be executed any earlier, because PE P proc(x) does not start working until step proc(x), and there are jprecede(x)j tree-nodes that P proc(x) must execute (because of the bf policy) before it gets to node x. We complete the proof by verifying, by induction on the breadth-rst order of the nodes of T n , that node x is available for execution at time (x).
We remark rst that the root of T n gets executed at PE P 0 at step ( ) = 0, as predicted by the fact that proc( ) = jprecede( )j = 0. We next focus on a nonroot node x of T n , where 2 f0; 1g, and assume that every node y of T n which precedes x in breadth-rst order is executed at step (y). Now, since the parent x of node x precedes it in breadth-rst order, we know by induction that node x is executed at step (x). Therefore, node x resides in the task-queue of PE P proc(x ) beginning at step jprecede(x)j+proc(x)+1. Consider two cases.
If node x is a left child of its parent x (i.e., = 0), then proc(x0) = proc(x) under the ks regimen. Therefore, jprecede(x)j < jprecede(x0)j, so that node x0 is available to be executed by step (x0).
Else, node x is a right child of its parent x (i.e., = 1), so that proc(x1) = proc(x) + 1 mod p under the ks regimen. In this case, jprecede(x1)j jprecede(x)j because, for each y 2 precede(x), we have y0 jxj?jyj 1 2 precede(x1). (We know that y0 jxj?jyj 1 is a node of T n because it precedes x1 in breadth-rst order, and by hypothesis, x1 is a node of T n .) We now distinguish two subcases. If proc(x) < p ? 1, then proc(x1) = proc(x) + 1, so that jprecede(x)j + proc(x) + 1 = jprecede(x)j + proc(x1) jprecede(x1)j + proc(x1): Else, we must have proc(x) = p ? 1, so that proc(x1) = 0 = proc(x) ? p + 1. In this case, jx1j p, since node x1 is a right child, so its weight is positive and (by Lemma 2.1(a)) divisible by p. It follows that precede(x1) must contain, in addition to all nodes of the form y0 jxj?jyj 1, where y 2 precede(x), at least the p + 1 additional Wgt-0 nodes f0 i j 0 i pg. We thus have:
jprecede(x)j + proc(x) + 1 = jprecede(x)j + proc(x1) + p < jprecede(x1)j + proc(x1):
In either subcase, node x1 is available to be executed no later than step (x1).
Thus, node x is always executed precisely at step (x ), extending the induction.
Analyzing the KS-BF Policy on Meshes
We now prove part (b) of Theorem 2.2. Since our proof will follow both the organization and underlying reasoning of Section 3, we shall be somewhat sketchy in this section.
Work Distribution under the KS Regimen
Our analysis of the workload of each PE of R p while executing a mesh that grows into G n builds on Lemma 2.1(b). For 0 i p ? 1, let W i (n) denote the total work done by PE P i of R p during this execution.
Else, we must have proc(x) = p ? 1, so that proc(x 0 ) = 0 = proc(x) ? p + 1. In this case, node x 0 has level at least p in G n , since, being a right child, its row-number k + 1 is positive and (by Lemma 2.1(b)) divisible by p. It follows that precede(x 0 ) must contain, in addition to all nodes of the form ha + 1; bi, where ha; bi 2 precede(x), at least the p + 1 additional row-0 nodes fh0; ii j 0 i k + 1g. We thus have: jprecede(x)j + proc(x) + 1 = jprecede(x)j + proc(x 0 ) + p < jprecede(x 0 )j + proc(x 0 ):
In either subcase, node x 0 is available to be executed no later than step (x 0 ).
Thus, node hk + ;`+ i is always executed precisely at step (k + ;`+ ), extending the induction.
